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Within the toxicological community, it is generally

accepted that, whereas the widely used analgesic and

antipyretic drug acetaminophen (N-acetyl-para-aminophe-

nol) causes dose-dependent liver toxicity in humans and in

various animal species, its regioisomer N-acetyl-meta-

aminophenol (AMAP) does not. Liver injury caused by

acetaminophen is initiated by cytochrome P450 (CYP)-

mediated bioactivation to N-acety-para-benzoquinonei-

mine (NAPQI), which is a chemically reactive intermediate

that is formed at high levels following overdosage and

triggers a complex cascade of events, which ultimately

result in hepatocellular necrosis (Hinson et al. 2010; see

Fig. 1). AMAP also undergoes extensive CYP-mediated

bioactivation to chemically reactive species in vitro and in

vivo (Rashed and Nelson 1989; Rashed et al. 1990; see

Fig. 2), yet when AMAP is administered to mice and

hamsters in vivo, it has been reported that it does not cause

liver injury (Tirmenstein and Nelson 1989; Roberts et al.

1990). Furthermore, studies undertaken in vitro using iso-

lated mouse hepatocytes have revealed that AMAP has a

markedly reduced propensity to cause cytotoxicity when

compared with acetaminophen, even though AMAP treat-

ment results in higher levels of covalent binding to proteins

(Holme et al. 1991). It has been concluded that bioactiva-

tion of AMAP to reactive intermediates which form protein

adducts does not trigger the critical downstream events by

which reactive metabolites of acetaminophen cause liver

injury.

The chemical and biochemical basis for this difference

in toxicity remains elusive. It is known that acetaminophen

and AMAP form different reactive intermediates (see

Figs. 1, 2) and that in the mouse and hamster, glutathione

conjugate formation and hepatic glutathione depletion

occur to a much greater extent following administration of

acetaminophen (Rashed et al. 1990; Roberts et al. 1990).

Protein adduct formation occurs more quickly following

administration of AMAP to mice than following adminis-

tration of acetaminophen, and liver protein adducts derived

from AMAP are less long lived than protein adducts derived

from acetaminophen (Rashed et al. 1990). Proteomic anal-

yses have revealed that, although many of the same mouse

liver proteins are modified covalently by metabolites of the

two compounds in vivo, that acetaminophen selectively

forms adducts with various mitochondrial proteins (Myers

et al. 1995). Furthermore, treatment of mice with acetami-

nophen, but not AMAP, induces expression of the heat

shock proteins hsp25 and hsp70 (Salminen et al. 1997) and

causes differential changes in expression of numerous genes

associated with stress response, cell cycle, growth inhibi-

tion, cell death, cell structure, cell signalling and inflam-

mation (Priyadarsiny et al. 2008).

Research undertaken in vitro using precision cut liver

slices from various species (Hadi et al. 2012) has now

indicated that our current understanding of the differential

toxicity of acetaminophen and AMAP is incomplete and

will need to be re-evaluated. Liver slices from mice

exhibited marked liver injury when incubated with acet-

aminophen, which was accompanied by extensive metab-

olism of the drug and by glutathione conjugate formation

(demonstrating that metabolic bioactivation had occurred),

while mouse liver slices that were incubated with equiva-

lent doses of AMAP exhibited a markedly reduced extent

of injury and did not generate detectable levels of gluta-

thione conjugates. These findings are entirely consistent

with data obtained by other investigators in vivo in the
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mouse and in vitro using isolated mouse hepatocytes

(Rashed et al. 1990; Holme et al. 1991). In contrast, more

severe toxicity was observed when rat or human liver slices

were incubated with AMAP than when mouse liver slices

were incubated with the compound, or when rat and human

liver slices were incubated with acetaminophen. Metabolic

profiling studies did not reveal an obvious metabolic

explanation for the results, although markedly lower levels

of one of hydroxylated metabolites (3-hydroxyacetyl-para-

aminophenol; 3-OH-APAP) were evident in media from rat

and human liver slices which had been incubated with the

AMAP than in media from AMAP exposed mouse liver

slices.

These data have highlighted a number of key data and

knowledge gaps, which hopefully will be addressed in the

future. It is clear that comparative in vivo metabolism and

toxicity studies need to be undertaken with AMAP in

species other than hamster and mouse, most notably in the

rat. Detailed investigations of the mechanism of AMAP

toxicity to rat, human, and mouse liver slices are also

required. At present, it is not known whether the enhanced

toxicity evident in rat and human liver slices when com-

pared to mouse liver slices can be attributed to a species

difference in formation of reactive intermediates, detoxi-

fication of these metabolites and/or to other considerations.

In addition, it needs to be established whether the differ-

ential toxicity observed in liver slices can be reproduced

using isolated hepatocytes, or in other in vitro models. One

wonders whether precision cut liver slices have provided

unique toxicological insights, or whether cross-species

hepatocyte toxicity studies would have provided equally

informative data had they been undertaken.

As Hadi et al. have noted, conventional safety studies

undertaken in animals provide only limited prediction of

liver injury that may be caused by new investigational

drugs in humans (Olson et al. 2000). Therefore, there

remains a major unmet need for alternative model systems,

which are more relevant to humans and which can provide
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improved prediction of risk of liver injury in humans. It is

becoming increasingly evident that metabolic bioactivation

is one of several key initiating mechanisms by which

numerous drugs other than acetaminophen can cause liver

injury (Thompson et al. 2012) and that our ability to

explore this experimentally is restricted by the limited

metabolic capability and poor relevance to humans in vivo

of many currently available in vitro toxicological models

(Park et al. 2011). Therefore, models which are metaboli-

cally competent and can be used to profile metabolism

alongside toxicity can be expected to be of particular value.

The data reported by Hadi et al. have emphasized the

variety and quality of data that can be obtained from

precision cut liver slices, which suggests that they may

merit more widespread usage.
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